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INTRODUCTION
The primary purpose of the Fifty Year Canon of Solar Eclipses •
1986 - 2035 is to provide a reference of moderately detailed eclipse
predictions and maps for use by the professional astronomical community.
Such a work should be useful in identifying the most favorable eclipse
opportunities, taking into account the celestial mechanics and geographic
locations which are paramount in addressing the scientific goals, the issue
of funding and the logistical problems of organizing an expedition to
remote destinations. The U. S. Naval Observatory publishes special
circulars containing eclipse predictions in the greatest detail. However.
the USNO eclipse circulars only become available 6 to 12 months before
each event and cannot be of assistance to long range planning. Jean
Meeus's Canon of Solar Eclipses covers eclipses over a broad 612 year
period from 1898 through 2510. Because of the sheer number of eclipses
covered in this work (1448). the details for any one event must be rather
brief. For instance. Meeus gives only the center line coordinates of each
eclipse using a fairly coarse time interval of every 12 minutes. Northern
and southern limits of the path over shorter time intervals as well as
detailed maps of each path would be of great value to planners, Thus,
the Fifty Year Canon fills a void in the published literature on eclipses.
The secondary purpose is to provide a general reference on future
eclipses for teachers, students, amateur astronomers and interested
laymen. The solar eclipse is unquestionably the most spectacular celestial
phenomenon visible to the naked eye. As such. eclipses generate a great
deal of interest among the general public and news media. Naturally,
questions arise as to where a particular eclipse will be visible from, and
when the next eclipse occurs. Unfortunately, there is very little information
in print about the visiblity of future eclipses and what appears in the
popular literature is often short on accuracy or even incorrect.
Furthermore, most references are obscure, not easily accessible and/or out
of print.
ORGANIZATION OF THE CANON
The Fifty Year Canon of Solar Eclipses : 1986 - 2035 is composed
of four major sections and two appendices. Section 1 is a catalog which
lists the general characteristics of every solar eclipse from 1901 through
2100. Section 2 presents a detailed set of cylindrical projection world
maps which show the umbral paths of every solar eclipse from 1901
through 2100. Section 3 gives geodetic path coordinates and local
circumstances on the center line for every central eclipse from 1986
through 2035. Finally. section 4 consists of a series of orthographic
projection maps which show the regions of visibility of both partial and
central phases for every solar eclipse from 1986 through 2035.
Appendix A provides some general background on solar eclipses and
covers eclipse geometry, eclipse frequency and recurrence, modern eclipse
prediction and time determination. Appendix B is a listing of a very
simple Fortran program which can be used to predict the occurrence and
general characteristics of solar eclipses. It makes use of many
approximations while maintaining a reasonable level of accuracy and
reliability, The program is based on algorithms devised by Meeus [1982]
and the ample comments should make the program self-explanatory.
A detailed description of each section of the Fifty Year Canon of
Solar Eclipses : 1986 - 2035 follows.
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SECTION 1 - S,OLAR ECLIPSE CATALOG • 1901 - 2100
Section 1 consists of a catalog of the general characteristics of
every solar eclipse during the two hundred year interval 1901 to 2100.
During the first century, there are 228 eclipses of which 78 are penumbral
and 150 are umbral. The second century contains 224 eclipses of which
77 are penumbral and 147 are umbral. However, to appreciate a realistic
frequency and type distribution of eclipses at the present time. it's
necessary to sample a period commensurate with the 18 year 11 day
Saros cycle. The period from 1986 to 2003 contains 39 eclipses of which
13 (33.3%) are penumbral and 26 are umbral (66.6%). Of these. 12
(30.8%) are annular. 12 (30.8%) are total and the remaining 2 (5.1%)
are annular/total. Since the Saros cycle is not static, these figures will
change. For example, the nature of eclipses in Saros series 124 will
change from annular/total to partial in 2004.
Column I of the catalog lists the Gregorian Date of each eclipse
while column 2 gives the Julian Date. The Julian Date is the number of
days elapsed since Greenwich Mean Noon on I January 4713 BC.
Column 3 gives the Universal Time (hours:minutes:seconds) of greatest
eclipse. Greatest eclipse is defined as the instant when the axis of the
Moon's shadow passes closest to the Earth's center. Column 4 lists the
value for delta T (in seconds) which was used in the calculations. Delta
T is the difference between Dynamical Time and Universal Time. For the
period 1901 - 1985, the values for delta T were determined from
observations. Beyond 1985. the values for delta T were extrapolated and
are only approximate since fluctuations in the Earth's rotation rate are
unpredictable (See : Appendix A - Time Determination). Column 5
characterizes the nature of the eclipse as follows :
T - Total Eclipse.
A -- Annular Eclipse.
A/T = Annular/Total Eclipse.
P = Partial Eclipse.
Additional information about the eclipse is defined as follows :
B = Begin (i.e. - the first eclipse of a new Saros series).
E = End (i.e. - the last eclipse of an old Saros series).
-I- -- Central Eclipse with no Northern Limit.
- = Central Eclipse with no Southern Limit.
* = Non-Central Umbral Eclipse
(i.e. - edge of umbral cone grazes Earth but shadow axis misses).
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The next column gives the Saros series to which the eclipse
belongs. The Saros series numbers are consistent with those introduced
by van den Bergh [1955]. Eclipses belonging to an odd numbered Saros
take place at the ascending node of the Moon's orbit (Gamma decreases
with each succeeding eclipse), while eclipses of an even numbered Saros
take place at the descending node (Gamma increases with each succeeding
eclipse). Column 7 lists the value of Gamma. which is defined as the
minimum distance of the shadow cone axis from the center of the Earth
in units of equatorial radii. This corresponds to the instant of greatest
eclipse. The sign of Gamma indicates whether the shadow cone axis
passes north (4-) or south (-) of the Earth's center. Column 8 gives the
maximum magnitude of the eclipse from any point on the Earth's surface
at the instant of greatest eclipse. Eclipse magnitude is defined as the
fraction of the Sun's diameter obscured by the Moon. For partial eclipses.
the magnitude is always less than 1.000. For annular eclipses, the
magnitude is also less than 1.000 and is equal to the topocentric ratio of
the diameters of the Moon and Sun. The magnitude for total eclipses is
always equal to 1.000. Therefore. the magnitude has been replaced with
the topocentric ratio of the apparent diameters of the Moon and Sun.
The apparent diameter ratio is always greater than or equal to 1.000 for
total eclipses.
The geodetic coordinates of the shadow cone axis at the instant of
greatest eclipse are listed in the columns 'LATITUDE' and 'LONGITUDE'.
These coordinates are given in degrees and minutes to the nearest tenth
of a minute. Negative latitudes are South of the Equator and negative
longitudes are East of the Greenwich Meridian. Although greatest eclipse
differs slightly from the instants of greatest magnitude and greatest
duration (for total eclipses), the differences are usually negligible. For
central eclipses, these coordinates represent the point where the Sun
reaches its greatest obscuration from any location on Earth. For partial
eclipses, the shadow axis misses the Earth entirely. Therefore. the point
of greatest eclipse lies on the day/night terminator and the Sun appears
in the horizon. The next two columns, 'SUN ALT' and 'SUN AZ'. give
the Sun's altitude and azimuth as seen from the previous coordinates at
the instant of greatest eclipse. The width of the path of totality or
annularity at that time follows (kilometers). Finally, the duration of the
central phase (total or annular) at the instant of greatest eclipse is given
in minutes and seconds.
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SECTION 2 - WORLD MAPS OF ECLIPSE PATHS : 1901 - 2100
,r
Section 2 presents maps of the path of every umbral eclipse during
the two hundred year period 1901 through 2100 (as tabulated in Section
1). The eclipses are broken up into twenty year intervals and every
decade is plotted on a set of three cylindrical projection maps of the
Earth. Each map is centered on the equator and covers 160 degrees in
latitude (80 North to 80 South) and 130 degrees in longitude. The first
map of each trio runs from longitude 160 West to 30 West. the second
map covers 40 West to 90 East and the third map encompasses 80 East
to 150 West (= 210 East). Thus. the entire planet (excluding the
extreme polar regions) is covered with a 10 degrees of longitude overlap
between each map.
The northern and southern limits of each eclipse path during a
twenty year interval are plotted, along with the outline of the umbral
shadow at every half hour Universal Time. Furthermore. the point of
greatest eclipse is indicated with an '*'. usually near the center of each
path. Total eclipses are readily distinguished from annular eclipses because
their paths are plotted with a heavier pen. The date of each eclipse
appears directly above the point of greatest eclipse ('*'). In cases where
the '*' appears within two overlapping eclipse paths, its identity can be
established by noting that it usually lies midway between the ends of the
path.
There are eight non-central eclipses during the two hundred year
interval of Section 2. They occur in 1928. 1950. 1957 (two). 1967. 2014
and 2043 (two). These non-central eclipses are easily recognized by
their distictive 'D' shaped paths and from the fact that the point of
greatest eclipse lies on the terminator edge of the path. In addition, the
annular eclipse of May 2003 has no northern limit, while the annular
eclipse of Feb 2044 has no southern limit. These two events are also
bounded by the terminator along their missing edges.
SECTION 3 - CENTRAL PATH CATALOG : 1986- 2035
Section 3 consists of a series of tables which list the geodetic
coordinates of the path of totality or annularity for every central eclipse
over the fifty year interval 1986 to 2035. During this period, a total of
109 solar eclipses occur: 37 are penumbral or partial while the remaining
72 are umbral. Appearing at the top of each table is the type of eclipse
(annular, total or annular/total) and date, followed by the Saros series
and the extrapolated value of delta T which was used in the calculations.
The first column of each table gives the Universal Time (UT) for the
data which follows. Depending on the duration of the central eclipse, data
are listed at one, two, four or six minute intervals. The next six columns
define the geodetic coordinates of the northern and southern limits as well
as the center line. The latitude and longitude of each point are given in
degrees and minutes to the nearest tenth of a minute. Negative latitudes
are South of the Equator and negative longitudes are East of the
Greenwich Meridian.
The column identified as 'DIAMETER RATIO', is the ratio of the
topocentic apparent diameters of the Moon and the Sun. For total
eclipses, the ratio is always greater than or equal to 1.000. For annular
eclipses, the ratio is less than 1.000 and is identical to the eclipse
magnitude at maximum eclipse. Eclipse magnitude is defined as the
fraction of the Sun's diameter obscured by the Moon. The next two
columns, 'SUN ALT' and 'SUN AZ', give the Sun's altitude and azimuth
at maximum eclipse as seen by an observer on the center line. The
eleventh column lists the width of the path of totality or annularity in
kilometers. Finally, the duration of the total or annular phase is given in
minutes and seconds. For annular/total eclipses, the sections of the path
which are total in nature are identified by a 'T' after the duration.
All path characteristics are calculated for sea level and the effects of
refraction have been ignored. As we progress into the twenty-first century.
the actual value for delta T will inevitably diverge from the extrapolated
ones because of the unpredictable fluctuations in the Earth's rotation
(See : Appendix A - Time Determination). The result of this divergence
will be to induce a shift in the path coordinates east or west in
longitude. Fortunately, corrections to the tabulated longitudes are quite
straight forward, using the following equation :
Shift (in degrees) = 0.00417807 * (dT1 -dT2)
where : dT1 = table value of delta T (in seconds)
dT2 = true or observed delta T (in seconds)
6
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This shift is added to the tabulated path longitudes to calculate the
correct longitudes of the umbral path, Changes in delta T have no effect
on the tabulated latitudes.
It should be pointed out that the path of the annular eclipse of 29
April 2014 is not included in this section because it has no central line.
The shadow axis misses the Earth while the edge of the shadow cone
barely grazes the planet. Furthermore. the annular eclipse of 31 May 2003
has no northern limit since the northern edge of the shadow cone misses
the Earth. In this case. the northern boundary of the path is defined by
the Earth's day/night terminator.
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SECTION 4- GLOBAL MAPS OF SOLAR ECLIPSES : 1986- 2035
Section 4 consists of a series 10g maps. one for every solar eclipse
during the fifty year interval 1986 to 2035. Each map is an orthographic
projection of the Earth which shows the path of partial and central
eclipse. North is to the top in all cases and the daylight terminator is
plotted for the instant of greatest eclipse. The sub-solar point on the
Earth is indicated by a star shaped character. The maps for partial
eclipses are oriented with their origins (i.e. - disk center) at the sub-solar
longitude at the instant of greatest eclipse and the latitude is equal to
the Sun's declination plus or minus 45 degrees (depending on the
hemisphere). The maps for total or annular eclipses are oriented with the
point of greatest eclipse at the origin.
The limits of the Moon's penumbral shadow delineate the region of
visibility of the partial solar eclipse. This irregular or saddle shaped region
often covers more than half of the daylight hemisphere of the Earth and
consists of several distinct zones or limits. At the northern and/or
southern boundaries lie the limits of the penumbra's path. Partial eclipses
have only one of these limits, as do central eclipses when the shadow
axis falls no closer than about 0.45 radii of the Earth's center. Great
loops at the western and eastern extremes of the penumbra's path
identify the areas where the eclipse begins/ends at sunrise and sunset.
respectively. If the penumbra has both a northern and southern limit, the
rising and setting curves form two separate, closed loops. Otherwise. the
curves are connected in a distorted figure eight. Bisecting the 'eclipse
begins/ends at sunrise and sunset' loops is the curve of maximum eclipse
at sunrise (western loop) and sunset (eastern loop). The points 'PI' and
'P4" mark the coordinates where the penumbral shadow first contacts
(partial eclipse begins) and last contacts (partial eclipse ends) the Earth's
surface. If the penumbral path has both a northern and southern limit.
then points 'P2' and 'P3' are also plotted. These correspond to the
coordinates where the penumbral shadow cone becomes internally tangent
to the Earth's disk.
A curve of maximum eclipse is the locus of all points where the
eclipse is at maximum at a given time. Curves of maximum eclipse are
plotted at each half hour Universal Time. They generally run from the
northern to the southern penumbral limits, or from the maximum eclipse
at sunrise and sunset curves to one of the limits. If the eclipse is central.
the curves of maximum eclipse run through the half-hourly outlines of the
umbral shadow, from which the Universal Time of each curve can be
identified. The curves of constant eclipse magnitude delineate the locus of
d
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all points where the magnitude at maximum eclipse is constant. These
curves run exclusively between the curves of maximum eclipse at sunrise
and sunset. Furthermore. they're parallel to the northern/southern
penumbral limits and the umbral paths of central eclipses, in fact the
northern and southern limits of the penumbra can be thought of as
curves of constant magnitude of 0.0. The adjacent curves are for
magnitudes of 0.2. 0.4. 0.6 and 0.8. The northern and southern limits of
the umbra which define the path of totality are curves of constant
magnitude of 1.0.
Greatest eclipse is defined as the instant when the axis of the
Moon's shadow passes closest to the Earth's center. Although greatest
eclipse differs slightly from the instants of greatest magnitude and
greatest duration (for total eclipses), the differences are usually negligible.
The point on the Earth's surface which is at or is nearest to the axis at
this time is marked by an '*'. For partial eclipses, the shadow axis
misses the Earth entirely. Therefore. the point of greatest eclipse lies on
the day/night terminator and the sun appears in the horizon. For central
eclipses, the umbral path begins and ends along the curves of maximum
eclipse at sunrise and sunset. The outline of the Moon's umbral shadow
is plotted at every half hour Universal Time along the central path. In
addition, the umbra's position is labeled at each integral hour Universal
Time.
Data pertinent to the eclipse appear with each map. In the upper
left corner are the Universal Times of greatest eclipse and conjunction of
the Moon and Sun in right ascension, the minimum distance of the
Moon's shadow axis from the Earth's center in Earth radii (Gamma) and
the geocentric ratio of diameters of the Moon and the Sun. For partial
eclipses, the geocentric ratio is replaced by the magnitude at greatest
eclipse. To the upper right are exterior contact times of the Moon's
shadow with the Earth. P1 and P4 are the first and last contacts of the
penumbra: they mark the start and end of the partial eclipse. U1 and U4
are the first and last contacts of the umbra: they denote the start and
end of the total or annular eclipse. Below each map are the geocentric
coordinates of the Sun and Moon at the instant of greatest eclipse. They
consist of the right ascension (RA). declination (DEC). apparent semi-
diameter (SD) and horizontal parallax (HP). The Saros series for the
eclipse is listed, followed by a pair of numbers in parentheses. The first
number identifies the sequence order of the eclipse in the series, while the
second number is the total number of eclipses in the series. The Julian
Date (JD) at greatest eclipse is given, followed by the extrapolated value
of delta T (AT) used in the calculations (delta T is the difference
betweenDynamical and Universal Time). Finally. the geodetic coordinates
of the point of greatest eclipse are given, as well as the local
circumstances there. In particular, the Sun's altitude (ALT) and azimuth
(AZ) are listed along with the duration of totality or annularity
(minutes:seconds) and the width of the path (kilometers).
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ACCURACY OF THE EPHEMERIDES
The solar ephemeris which was used for these predictions is based
on the classic work of Newcomb [1895]. It includes all planetary
perturbation terms in longitude and latitude with arguments greater than
0.01 arc-seconds. The lunar ephemeris was developed primarily from the
the work of Brown [1919] with improvements from Eckert, Jones and
Clark [1954]. All solar perturbation terms in longitude and latitude with
coefficients greater than 0.025 arc-seconds have been included. The cut-off
for planetary perturbations is 0.025 and 0.01 in longitude and latitude
respectively. Perturbations in lunar parallax include all terms with
coefficients greater than 0.0010. Finally, all terms additive to the Moon's
fundamental arguments with coefficients greater than 0.025 arc-seconds
have been retained. In order to determine the accuracy of these
ephemerides, they have been compared against the American Ephemeris
and Nautical Almanac for 1980 (now known as the Astronomical
Almanac) for a series of one hundred dates during that year. The solar
ephemeris agrees with the published values with a standard deviation of
less than 0.005 seconds in right ascension and 0.05 arc-seconds in
declination. The standard deviation of differences between the lunar
ephemeris and the published values are 0.032 seconds in right ascension
and 0.29 arc-seconds in declination. The largest disagreements are clearly
in the Moon's geocentric coordinates.
An error in right ascension of this magnitude can be interpreted as
a 0.9 second (of time) shift in the position of the Moon along its orbit.
The discrepancy in declination corresponds to a north-south shift of the
Moon's shadow of 549 meters in the Earth's fundamental plane. Such
errors are well within the acceptable range for the purposes of predicting
eclipse path coordinates and local circumstances.
The author has also included a -0.6 arc-second correction to the
Moon's ecliptic latitude. This takes into account the difference between
the Moon's center of mass and center of figure. Finally, a correction of -
1.34 seconds has been applied to the lunar ephemeris to reconcile it
with the FK4 equinox.
In August 1982, the IAU General Assembly passed a resolution to
adopt a value for the mean lunar radius of k=0.2725076, in units of the
Earth's equatorial radius. This is the value currently used in lunar
occultation calculations and is believed to be the best mean radius,
averaging mountain peaks and low valleys along the Moon's rugged limb.
Previously, the U.S. Naval Observatory's Almanac Office used two
separate values for 'k' in their eclipse predictions. The larger value
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(k=0.2724880)was used for annular eclipses and exterior contacts while a
smaller value (k=0.272281) was reserved for second and third contact
calculations of total eclipses [Explanatory Supplement, 1974]. In principle,
the IAU's adoption of one single value for 'k' is commendable because it
should eliminate confusion arising from the use of two different values. It
also eliminates the discontinuity present since two different values of 'k'
were used for total and annular eclipses. Nevertheless, a smaller value of
'k' is still necessary because a solar eclipse cannot be regarded as total
as long as any photospheric rays reach the observer through valleys along
the lunar limb.
Of primary interest to most observers are the times when central
eclipse begins and ends (second and third contacts, respectively) and the
duration of the central phase. When the IAU's mean value for 'k' is used
to calculate these times, they must be corrected to accomodate low
valleys (total) or high mountains (annular) along the Moon's limb. The
calculation of these corrections is not trivial but must be performed,
especially if one plans to observe near the path limits. For observers near
the center line of a total eclipse, the limb corrections can be closely
approximated by using a smaller value of 'k' which accounts for the
valleys along the profile.
For this reason, the author has chosen to adopt the smaller value
for 'k' (k=0.272281). As a consequence, the current work predicts slightly
shorter durations and narrower paths for total eclipses when compared
with calculations using the larger IAU value for 'k' (i.e. - U.S.N.O.
Almanac Office). Furthermore, the smaller 'k' will produce longer durations
and wider paths for annular eclipses. Nevertheless. the author believes
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FIFTY YEAR CANON OF SOLAR ECLIPSES • 1986 - 2035
SECTION 4 - GLOBAL MAPS OF SOLAR ECLIPSES • 1986 - 2035
ORIGINAL P,_,,_.,,:.13
OF POOR QUALITY
PRRTIAL SOLRR ECLIPSE - 9 RPR ] 986
GREATEST = 6:20:26.7 UT




PI = 4: 9.L12.3 Ul"





















DEC = 60 36'30':2
SO = 14' 59".5
HP = 0 °55' 1: q
5AR05 119 (BYlTt} JO = 2446529.765 AT = 55.0 5EC
I::INN/TOT SOLAR ECLIPSE - 3 OCT 1986
GREATEST = 19: S:18.8 UT




PI " 16:57:23.3 UT
U] = 18:5L1:q2.5 UT
Uq = 19:16:28.5 UT











RA = 12"39"37s, 6
DEC = -3°-13 '-11:3
5D = 15' 58 _.3
HP = 0 °58'36 _.8
SRROS 124 (53173) JO = 2446707.296 AT = 55.3 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = 590 51_5N
LONG = 3_ q210W








ANN/TOT SOLI::IR ECLIPSE - 29 MAR 1987
GREATEST = 12:q8:q9.6 UT




P1 = 10: 2-32.5 UT
UI = 11: q:lT.l UT
Uq : lq=33:36,8 UT













RA : 0"31" 3s. 7
DEC = 30 2' q'_7
SO : 15' _7_.7
liP : 0 °57'58:2
SAROS 129 (50180) JO = 2qu=688u_.035 AT = 55.5 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = I_ 20:qS
LONG = 2° 1713N
RLT = 72 °.2















P! = 0;lq;52.7 U_
Ul = 1:19"21.u, UT
UL_ = 5= 3=3L_,1 Ul"











HP = 0 ° O' 8_8
NOON
RR = 11"58_55_.2
DEC = 0 Q23'Lt5;5
SD = 15' 7;6
HP = 0°55' 30". 9
5ARO5 134 (LJ2171) JO = 2qq7061.63q AT = 55.8 5EC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = lq ° 20_ON
LONG = 13_ 21:8E
DURATION = 3=_9.2















P1 = 23:2_: 1.6 UT
UI = 0.'22:35.5 UT
UIt = 3:33:"/,9 UT











DEC = 0L55 '-3;2
50 = I 6' q", O
HP = O° O' 8; 8
MOON
RA = 23" 50 _ _2:8
DEC = OL32L52 ".1
SO = 16'33",q
HP = I° 0'L_5:8
SAROS 139 (28171) JO = 24_7238.583 &T = 56.1 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :





WIDTH = 168.6 KM
RNNULI:IR SOLAR ECLIPSE - 11 SEP 1988
GREATEST = q:_3:28.3 UT




P! = I:q5:37.2 UT
UI = 2:55:30.8 UT
Uq : 6:31: 7,1 UT





DEC = rio 6' 57".9
SO : 1_' _2".2
HP = 0 °53'57:5
SRROS tqtt I15170) JO = 2qq7qlS.698 AT = 56. q SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = 200 l;q5









PRRTIRL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 7 MAR 1989
GREATEST = 18: 7:qq.2 UT




PI = 16" 16:5!.5 UT











RR = 23"10"35 _.I
DEC = -LJ°-5'-29". 5
50 = 16' q]".7
HP = I ° 1' 16".q
5AR05 lq9 (19/71) JO = 2Yq7593.256 aT = 56.7 5EC
PARTIAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 31 RUG 1989
GREATEST = 5:30:48.5 UT




PI = 3:33:39.1 UT


















DEC = 8°38" 48". 3
SO : 15' 5O; 7
HP = 0° O' 8'. 7
MOON
RA = 10"35"50;9
DEC = 70 LJO'u,7". 9
SO = Iit' 58".4
liP = 0 ° 5u_' 57'. 0
5AROS 154 ( 5/71) JO = 2_7769.730 aT = 57.0 5EC
"_' _ _ W__ i.L;._, =.
OF PCOR (_U."_LITY
ANNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE 26 JAN ! 990
GREATEST = 19:30:25.0 UT




PI = 17:13:18.5 UT
U] = 18:51:1-13.7 UT
ULI = 20: 9:27.5 UT




























HP = 0° O' B:9
5RROS 12] {59171} JO = 2Yq7918.313 AT = 57.3 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = 71° l:OS















PI = 0:39:59.2 Ul"
UI = 1:52: B.O UT
ULI = 4:12:2_.1 Ul,











RA = 8" 4"51_.q
DEC = 20°20'_8".3
SO = 15' _q', 5
HP = 0° O' 8:7
MOON
RA = 8" 5"49;3
DEC = 210 3' u,3".6
SO = I6' II;2
HP = O°59'2q _.2
5ARO5 128 (46/72) JO = 24_809_.627 _l, = 57.6 5EC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = 650 9:6N




WIDI,H : 201.4 KM
ANNULAR
OF POOR QU_LITY
SOLAR ECLIPSE 15 JAN !99!
GREATEST - 23:52:51.8 UT




PI = 20:50:58.7 UT
UI : 21:56:_6.2 UT
U_ : I:_9:0.6 UT













RA = 19"_9" ll_,l
DEC =-2t °-u_L21: q
SO = 16' 15:5




5D = ILl' 53: ]
HP : O° 5_' 37". 7
SAROS 131 {50171) JO = 2448272.496 AT - 58.0 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = 380 22:55




WIDTH = 276.7 KM
TOTI:IL SOLI:IR ECLIPSE - I I JUL 1991
GREATEST = 19: 6: 2.q UT




p] = t6:28:Ll[t.! UT
UI = 17"21:38.U. UT
U_ : 20=50:25.9 UT













RA = 7"22" 12;8
DEC = 22 ° 5'_8"_5
5D = 15' L1319
HP = 0° O' 8'.7
SRROS 136 (36/711 JO = 2yLtB4LJg.297 AT = 58.3 SEt
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = 210 58:9N
LONG : 1050 12:6W
DURATION : 6=53.2




- q JRN 1992
GREATEST = 23: q:35.5 UT




P1 = 20, 3=33.7 UT
U] = 21"12"15.8 UT
Uu, = 0=56"q9.8 UT











RR = 19" O" 9s, 9
DEC =-22°-q3" 13"_ 2
SO = 16' 15".9
lip = 0 ° O' 8".9
MOON
RR = 18"59"50s. 6
DEC --22°-21"37". ]
SO = l Lt' Lt3". 6
HP = O°5q ' 2;8
SRRO5 141 (22170} JO = 2_q8626.q62 AT = 58.7 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = ¢ 59:0N




NIDTH = 3q0.5 KM
TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 30 JUN 1992
GREATEST = 12:10:23.6 UT




PI = 9=50"56.6 UT
UI = ID:59-50.6 UT
Uq = 13;20=49.5 UT









RA = 8"38"55 _.2
DEC = 23 o 8' 19:2
SO : 15' I.[3:9
HP : 0 ° 0 _ 8". 6
MOON
RA : 6"38"23 _.1
DEC = 22023'35"_7
50 = 16' 28:8
lip : I o O' 29".0
SABOS lq6 (26176) JO = 2qq880q. O08 _T = 59.0 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT : 250 10:45




NIDTli : 29q. I KM
ORIGINAL P;%C_ IS
OF POOR QUALITY










PI = 22:20:t12.1 UT













SO = 15' 15'.7
HP = 0°56' 0_.6
SAROS 151 (13172) JD = 2qq8980.522 _T - 59._ SEC
PRRTIRL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 21 MAT 1993
GREATEST = I_:19:13.3 UT




PI = 12:18:q2.6 UT











DEC = 20015' u,u,",q
5D : 15' _8'_ 0
HP = 0 ° O' 8:7




ECLIPSE - 13 NOV 1993
GRERTEST = 21:44:48.5 UT
CONJUNCTION : 22: 3:8.1UT
GRMMR : -1.04117
MRG - 0.92778
C ON T F:IC.,'I"5
.PI - 19:46:21.6 UT














SO = 15' 9;9
HP = 0_ O' 8;9
MOON
RR = ]5"15"42_,4
DEC -- ] 9L10'-50". 7
SO = 16' 30", 7
HP : t o 0' 3518
SAROS 123 (52/70) JD - 2449305.407 ,.T = 60.1 SEC
ANNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE - !0 MAY 199q
GREATEST = 17:11:26.2 UT




PI = Iq:]2:II.O UT
UI = 15:20:35.5 Ul"
Uu, = 19: 2:9.8 UT











RA = 3" 9'27_1
DEC = 17°_I'2]_5
5O = 15'50_2
HP = Qo O' 8_7
SRRO5 128 (57/73) JO - 2_9_83.217 Al = 60. _ 5EC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = _1o 3I:3N










ECLIPSE - 3 NOV 199tl
GREATEST = 13:39: 3.5 UT




PI = 11: LJ:58.0 U.l"
U] = 12" 1;36.3 U1
ULI = 15:16;25.3 Ul"
P_ = 16:13: ¢t.3 Ul"
1000 -
SAROS 133 (YU,/72) JD = 2qLi9660.069 aT = 60.8 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 3_ 2l:75
LONG = 3_° 12:8N
RLT = 69 °,2
AZ = Iq°.O
DURATION : q=23,3
WIDTH = 189.0 KM
I:INNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE - 29 RPR 1995
GREATEST = 17=32:19.7 UT




PI = 14:33"15.6 UT
U1 = 15"39"q7.2 UT
U4 = 19:25; 1.0 UT




RR = 2"26' 11',8
DEC = 14°28'33:2
SO = 15'52".8
HP = 0 ° O' 8:7
MOON
RR = 2" 26" 28 _,8
DEC - 14 °10'36;3
SO : 14' 52; ]
HP : O° 54' 33',9
SRROS 138 (30/70) JO = 2449837.231 •",T = 61.2 5EC
GRERTEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 40 52:15




WIDTH = 195.6 KM










PI = ]:51:51.7 UT
Ul = 2:52:28.7 UT
U4 : 6"12:36.0 Ul









RA = 13"53' 7s, 1
DEC =-] 10--14L]6" 4
50 = 16' I0:1
HP : O°59'20 _.4
5RROS 143 (23/73} JO = 2450014.690 uT = 61.5 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE =
LRT = _ 24:3N







PARTIAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 17 APR 1996
GREATEST = 22:37: 9.8 UT




PI = 20:3[:2LI.3 UT












DEC = 9°51 '27_6
SO = 15'35_4
HP = 0°57'13_0
SARO$ 1_8 (20175) JO = 245019]._43 AT = 61.9 5EC
ORIGI_.:AL F? i2 _
OF POOR QUALITY
PRRTII::IL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 12 OCT 1996
GREATEST = 1_: 2: 0.3 UT




PI = II:59:27.0 OT












RA : 13"12" q'.q
DEC - -7_-38 L15".2
SO : 16' l: 7
MP = 0 ° O' 8;8
MOON
RA = 13" 13" 17] 1
DEC = -60-38 '-0;2
SO : 15' 18". 1
MP = 0°56 ' 9".5
SRROS 153 (8/70) JO - 2450369.085 AT = 62.3 SEC










PI = 23:16-33.5 UT
UI = 0:_0:58.LI UT
ULt = 2:6:12.0 UT










RA = 23" 17' u,6'. I
DEC - -4°-32'--29'_5
SD = 16' 6".5
liP = 0 ° O' 8'.9
MOON
RR = 23"16"38s, 6
DEC = -3138'--59 ".7
SO = 16' _O', 8
HP = 10 1' 12".8
SAROS 120 (60/71} JD = 2Y50516.559 AT = 62.6 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 5_ q5:5N
LONG = 130° 42:9E
DURATION = 2:50.]
W]DTH= 355.7 KM
ORIGIj_,u,L-., ,.,,P'_ _: IS
OF POOR QUALITY
PART IAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 2 SEP 1997
GREATEST = O: 3:43.0 UT




Pt = 21"qq: 3.5 UT










SAROS 125 (53/73) JD = 2q50693.503 AT = 63.0 SEC
TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 26 FEB 1998
GREATEST - 17:28:22.7 UT




PI = 1q:50:22.3 Ul'
UI = 15:_6:LJI&.5 Ul'
Uu_ : 19: 9:56.8 Ul'
pu, = 20: 6:16.8 Ul"
MOON
BA = 22" 38" 2 _.5
DEC = -8°-22 '-8 _,7
SO = I6' 35 _.2
HP = 10 O' 52;6
SARO$ 130 (51173} JD = 2WSOB71.229 uT = 63.3 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = q° W2_gN
LONG = 820 q2_7N
DURAl'ION = W: 8.7
WIDI'H = 151._ KM
ORIGINAL PA_ IS
Off POOR QUALITY
ANNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE - 22 RUG 1998
GREATEST = 2: 8: 5.8 UT




PI = 23:]0:15.u_ UT
UI = O:]q:l_.8 Ul
U_ = 3:57:5_.7 UT











RR = IO" 3"u,5_,8
DEC = 11"53'26":q
so : 15' _8",7
MP = 0° O' 8:7
SRROS 135 (38/71) JO - 24510_7.588
M00..__._.N
RA = 10" 3"30 _,7
DEC = 11°39 ' ILI_.5
50 : 15' 9".7
HP = 0 °55' 38".7
AT = 63.7 SEC
GREATEST LRT = 20 59:33





RNNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE - 16 FEB I999
GREATEST = 6:33:33.8 UT




PI = 3:51:58._ UT
UI = q:56:37.3 UT
UU, : 8,10:36.1 UT



















HP : 0°58 ' 9_2
$AROS ILIO (28/71) JO = 2451225.774 aT = 64.1 SEE
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 3_ q9:65





TOTRL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 1! RUG 1999
GREATEST = 11: 3: q.9 UT




PI = 8:26-1q.G UT
U! = 9:29"52.1 UT
Uq = 12:36:2q.0 UT











DEC = ]5 °I9'39:9
SO = 15' _6:8
HP = O° O' 8:7
MOON
RR : 9" 23" 34 _,5
DEC = IS °qB'39:o
SO = 16' 0:3
HP = 0 °58'q4;3
SRR05 lq5 {21177} JO = 2qSlqOl.961 aT - 6q.5 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT : B_ _:3N
LONG = 2_ ° 17:7E
DURATION = 2=22.8
W]DTH= 112.2 KM
PARTIAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 5 FEB 2000
GREATEST = 12:q9:19.6 UT




PI = I0:55:q3.0 UT










5AROS 150 (16/711 JO -- 2q51580.035 Z_T = 6q.8 SEC
O"'P,:_" 7:>"._E iS
OF POOR QUALITY
PARTIAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 1 JUL 2000
GREATEST = 19:32:29.0 UT




PI = 18: 7: 7.7 UT




RR = 8" qLt' u,O_,LI
DEC = 2I°qq ' q'_9
5D : 16' q3", 1
liP = I ° I'21".q
5RROS 117 [681"71) JO = 2U,51727.315 AT = 65.2 SEC
PART II::IL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 31 JUL 2000
GREATEST = 2:13: 3.7 UT




PI == 0:37:27. I UT
















DEC : 18013 ` 8"_8
SO = 15' 45=4
HP = 0° O' 8:7
I
MOON
RR = 8"43" 16_,6
DEC = 19026 ' 16_.8
SO = I6' 38; 8
HP : I° 1' 5_.5




ECLIPSE - 25 DEC 2OOO
GREATEST = 17:3q:q8.5 UT




P! = 15:26:3u,.6 Ul"












DEC =-23°-22" 12" 6
50 : 16' 15;7






SRROS 122 (57/70} JO - 2451904.233 _T - 6S.5 SEC
TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 21 JUN 2001
GREATEST = 12: 3:q2.3 UT




PI = 9:33: 1.2 UT
U] = 10:35:57.0 UT
UL_ : 13:3t:33.L_ UT












RA = 6" O"LtB;!
DEC = 23026' ]8;2
SO = t5' L_q'.2
HP : 0° 0' 8".7
MOON
RR : 6" I" O_,q
DEC = 22 o52' 27". u,
80 = 16' 17_.6
liP = 0 ° 59' u=7_.9
SARO5 127 (57182) JO = 2452082.003 AT = 65.9 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 11o 15:85
LONG : 2°q_:6E
DURATION : 4=56.6
WIDTH : 200.0 KM
ANNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE - lq DEC 2001
GREATEST = 20:51:52.6 UT












PI = 18: 3:16.5 UT
Ul : 19: 8: LL.2 UT
Uu` = 22:35:L19.5 UT
pu, = 23:_0:38._ UT
MOON
RA = 17"29"293. q
DEC =-22°-52" -6".0
SO = ] 5' 30:3
liP : O° 56' 5LI". 2
SAROS 132 (45171) JD = 2452258.370 AT = 66.3 SEC
GREATEST LAT : _ 37_3N




WIDTH = 125.6 KM
RNNULRR SOLAR ECLIPSE - !0 JUN 2002
GREAI'EST = 23:44:15.2 UT




PI = 20:51:47.4 Ul"
UI = 21:53:u,8.2 UT
U4 = 1:34:35.8 UT










FIB = 5"16" q_,1
DEC = 29 ° 3' 19"_0
50 = 15' 45: I
MP = 0 ° O' 8:7
MOON
RA = 5" 15" 55_, 5
DEC = 23°14'25",4
5O = 15' 27", ]
HP = 0 °56'42 _,5
$RRO5 137 (35170} JO = 2452436.490 AT = 66.7 5EC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 340 32:7N





TOTAL SOLI:IR ECLIPSE - I_ DEC 2002
GREATEST = 7:31: 7.5 UT




PI = q:51:19.6 UT
UI = 5-50-16.3 Ul"










SAROS Iq2 (22/V2) JO = 2q52612.B]q AT = 67. I 5EC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 3_ 28:25













q: 8:]5.6 UT P! = 1:46:13.9 UT
4:38:13.4 UT UI = 3:4L1:40.7 UT
0.99590 U4 = 4:31:29.7 UT
I









. "::" . .
I
MOON
RA = 4"29"35s, 5
DEC = 22 °43" 13"_5
50 = 14' 48".I
HP = 0°54 ' 19".3








NIDTH = 4497.6 KM
POOR QUALITY
TOTI:IL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 23 NOV 2003
GREATEST = 22:_9:15.2 UT




p! = 2O:ttG*, u,.3 UT
U! = 22:19-22.] UT
U_ = 23'-18"48.t_ UT











HP = O° O' 8_9









PARTIAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 19 RPR 200q
GREATEST = 13=33:57.9 UT




P] = 11=29=53.6 Ul"









SRROS 119 (65/-/1) JD = 2453115.066 aT = 68.2 SEC
PI:IRTIIClL
OF PCC;_ QU;-<Li_ ;

























RR = 13"18" O_q
DEC = -8LI_LIO_3
5D = 16' 2_1
HP = 0 ° O' 8_8
i
5AROS 12q (5W/73) JD = 2W53292.625 AT = 68.6 SEC
ANN/TOT SOLI:IR ECLIPSE - 8 RPR 2005
GREATEST = 20:35:qi.0 UT




PI = 17:51:t3.6 UT
UI = 18:53:20.1 UT
UU= : 22:18:17.7 UT














RR = l"II" Bs.3
DEC = 7o I0' 59".I
SO = 15' 50:7
HP = 0°58 ' 9".0
SAR05 129 (51/80) JO = 2Y53_69.359 AT = 69.0 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 100 3_:65







I:INNULRR SOLAR ECLIPSE - 3 OCT 2005
GREATEST = 10:31:36.5 UT




P! = 7:B5:28.5 UT
UI = 8:_0:52.6 UT
ULi = 12:22130.0 UT













SO = 15' 59:1
HP = 0 ° O' 8:8




LONG = 280 45.'DE
DURATION = 4=Sl.q
WIDTH = 182.1KM
TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 29 MAR 2006
GREATEST = I0:11:15.0 UT




PI " 7:36:_5.8 UT
UI = 8:3L1:21.3 UT
U_ : 11:_7:5_.I UT













SRBOS 139 {29/71) JO - 2453823.925 AT - 69.8 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = 230 8:6N
LONG = 16°qS:9E
DURRTION: q; 6.7
WIDTH = 183.5 KM
ORIG,_:- P?_CT. IS
OF POOR QUALITY
RNNULI::IR SOLAR ECLIPSE - 22 SEP 2006
GREATEST = 11:40: 3.7 UT




P! = 8=39:50.2 UT
UJ = 9:48:25.4 UT
U4 = 13:_1:25.7 UT




SO = 15' 56; I
HP = 0 ° O' 8;8
MOON
RR = lI "58"50 _.]
DEC = 0 °-3'-7:8
SO = 14' 41;9
MP = O°53'56;7
SRROS 144 116/70} JO = 2454000.987
_T = 70.2 5EC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = 20 °39:9s
LONG = 90 3:4W
DURATION = 7:9.4
WIDTH = 261.1KM










PI = O:B8:I7.Li UT




RR = 23" 50" 57 _.2
DEC = 0°12 ` Iq'.8
50 = IB' _0 _,6
HP = 1° I' 12_.q
SAROS lq9 (20171} JO = 2qSq178.606 AT = 70.6 SEC
PRRTIRL SOLFIR ECLIPSE - 11 SEP 2007
GREATEST = 12:31:13.0 UT




PI = 10-25:38.8 UT










RA = 11"17"20s. 7
DEC - W°35" 13".5
SO = 15' 53_.2
MP = 0° O' 8'.7
MOON
RR = II"15"21s, 8
DEC " 30qO' 57:2
SO = 15' O".5
HP = 0°55 ' 5;0
SAROS 15W ( 6171) JO = 2W5W355.023 aT = 71.0 SEC
I:INNULRR SOLAR ECLIPSE - 7 FEB 2008
GREATEST = 3:5q:57.4 UT




PI = 1:38:22.1 UT
Ul : 3:19:37.8 UT
U_t : q:30:q2.8 UT













MP = 0 ° O' 8_9
MOON
RA : 21"22" 15_.2
DEC =-IBL2I '-0",3
SD : 15'35'_2
MP = 0057 , 12_.3
SRRO5 121 (60171) JO - 245_503.66_
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 6? 3_:6S
LONG = 15_ 2?:OH
z_T ,, 71.3 SEC
DURATION : 2:11.7
WIOlM : qq_.6 KM
e
• ", -:" :.._ , ,. :
TOTAL SOLI:IR
',__._ ' __,,_.OF POOR Q_.,_,_
ECL IPSE - 1 AUG 2008
GREATEST = 10:20:59.4 UT




PI = 8: 3:57._ UT
UI : 9:20:57.0 UT
Uq = 11:21:21.1 UT










RR = B"_7"5_ _.1
DEC ,, 17051 '56".5
so = 15' _5:5
HP = 0 ° O' 8:7
MOON
RR = 8"q9" 8 _.7
DEC = 18°38 ' 1:3
SO = 16' lq'_ l
HP = 0 °59' 3q".9
SRROS 126 (q7/72] JO = 245_679.932 aT = 71.7 5EC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 6_ 3B:2N
LONG = 7_ 16:3E
DURRTION= 2:27.2
WIDTH = 236.8 KM
I:INNULI::IR SOLI:IR ECLIPSE - 26 JAN 2009
GREATEST = 7:58:30.3 UT






PI = 4:56:28.9 UT
Ul = 6: 2:30.6 UT
Uq = 9:5q:35.1 UT
Pq = 11: 0:32.2 Ul"
SARO5 131 (51171) JO - 2qSq857.833 AT = 72.1SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 340 _:75


















PI = 23:58:I0.0 UT
UI = O:Sl: B.O UT
UU_= q:19:17,9 UT
Pq = 5:12:16.q UT
MOON
RR = 8" 6"29 s,6
DEC = 20 °20" 6".5
SO = I 6'Lt2_.7
HP = I ° 1' 19",8








WIDTH = 258.5 KM










P] = q: 5:17.5 UT
U! = 5:13:LJU,.7 UT
ULI = 8:58:53.7 UI"














HP = 0° 0 _ 8_9




LONG : 6_ 20:2E
DURRTION = 11:7.9




ECLIPSE - ! 1 JUL 2010
GREATEST = 19:33=25.2 UT




P1 - 17" 9:32.6 UT
U! = 18:]5: 7.9 UT
U_t = 20:51"32,7 UT








RA = 7"23" 15_,8
DEC = 21°22 '28:'/
SO = 16' 26 _.6
lip = 1° O' 20;9






HIDTli = 258.7 KM
PARTIAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - q JAN 2011
GREATEST = 8:50:25.7 UT




PI = 6:=40: 1.8 U'I












ECLIPSE - 1 JUN 201 l
GREATEST - 21:16: 2.7 UT




PI = I9:25= 7.2 UT









SRR05 118 (68/72) JD - 2q5571q.387 AT - ?q.l SEC
PARTIAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 1 JUL 2011
GREATEST = 8:38:15.9 UT




PI = 7:53:q3.2 UT










RR = 6"39" 2 _,0
DEC = 21°u,2 '_7;0
50 = 15' 38", 6
HP = 0 °57' 2q".6
5AROS 156 ( I169) JO = 2Y557q3.861 AT = 7_.2 5EC
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
PRRTIRL SOLRR ECLIPSE - 25 NOV 20] I
GREATEST = 6:20: 7,7 UT




P! = q:23: 6.7 UT









RA = 18" 2"13s, 6
DEC --20L40'--56 ". ]
SD = 16' 12: ]
HP = 0 ° O' 8; 9
I
MOO__...._N
RA = 16" l"Lt6',]
DEC =-21L4_'25", 0
50 = 16' 32': 6
HP = 1 ° O' Lt2",7
SRROS 123 (531701 JO = 2455890,765 ,o,T = 7ti.5 SEC
ANNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE - 20 MAY 20]2
GREATEST = 23:52:38.2 UT




PI = 20:55:58.2 UT
U! = 22: 6: 7.5 U_
UU, : 1:39: 3.u, UT





RA : 3" 52' 30:7
DEC = 20 °39' 6;1
SO : 1_' _3",3
HP = 0 °5u[ 1:6
SAROS 128 (58173) JD = 2_56068._96 AT - 7_.9 SEC
GREATE5T
ECLIPSE :
LAT : _ 4:6N




WIDIM = 2S6.9 KM
TOTAL SOLI:IR ECLIPSE - 13 NOV 2012
GREATEST = 22:1]:39.7 UT




PI - 19:37:_9.7 UT
UI = 20:3LJ:60.0 UT
ULt = 23:L18:15.5 UT




SRROS 133 {q5/72) JO = 2qSB2q5.q26 aT = 75.q SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :




DURRTION = _: 2,2
H]DTH = ]79.0 KM
RNNULI::IR SOLAR ECLIPSE - 10 MAY 2013
GREATEST = 0:25: _.B UT




PI = 21:25: 2.0 UT
UI = 22:30:2B.tl UT
ULL = 2:19:q9.3 UT








RA : 3" 8"17;q
DEC = 17°36 '34".3
SO = 15' 50; q
HP = 0° O' 8:7
MOON
RR : 3" 8" 28 _,0
DEC = 17°22' 6;0
SO = II_'53:8
MP = 0 °5u,' L&O:q
SRROS 138 {3]170} JD = 2_56_22.518 AT ,. 75.8 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = _ 12:3N
LONG = 17_ 30:5E
DURRTION= 6:3,5




ECLIPSE - 3 N0V 20] 3
GREATEST = 12=_6:20.1UT




P] = 10-" Y:25.u, Ul"
U1 = l]: 5: 8.7 UT
U4 = 14:27:34.8 U1










RR = 1u,"35" 19;8
DEC -- ] 50-12"22", 2
50 = 16' 7;q
HP = 00 O' 8'.9
SRROS I_3 (2q/73)
GRERTEST LRT =
ECLIPSE i LONG =
JO = 2Y56600.033 Al" = "/6.2 SEC
30 29:qN RLT = 70°.9 DUBRI'ION = 1:39.6
110 39:6H PlZ =192°.9 H]D'I'H = 57.5 KM
I:INNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE - 29 I:IPR 20111
GREATEST = 6: 3:16.0 UT




PI = 3:52:30.7 UT
U1 = 5:57:59.8 UT
U_ : 8: 8:53.Lt UT
pLt = 8:]q:18.7 UT
I000 -
SUN
RA = 2"25"52 _.9
DEC = IY °26'5u, ".1
50 = 15'52:9








SAROS lU,8 (21175) JO : 2q56776.753 _T = 76.6 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = 7_ WI:8S







PART I RL SOLAR
ORIGIN_L _1,,_c _,,
OF POOR Q_;!L_T_/
ECLIPSE - 23 OCT 20]q





PI = 19:37:21.2 UT











RR = ]3"5_" 15s,7
DEC =- ] 0L37'-5I", 9
SO = 15' 15,5
HP = 0°55' 60".0
SRROS 153 ( 9170) JD = 245695q._07 &l = 77.1 SEC
TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 20 MAR 2015
GREATEST = 9:_5:29.5 UT




PI = 7:40:qi.8 UT
Ul : 9: 9:20.9 UT
U4 = 10;2I:t4,6 UT









RA = 23"58" I_.5
DEC = 0°-12L50;6
SD = 16' 3;7
HP : 0 ° O' 8;8
#
SAAO5 120 (61/71) JD = 2457101.907 &T = 77.B SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = Bq° 2_:9N
LONG : 60 3_:OW
DURATION : 2:q6,9
N]DTH : 462.0 KM
ORIGi,_F;L _:_C__% _'_




ECLIPSE - 13 SEP 2015
GREATEST = 6:53:58.8 UT




P! = q:L_l:28.8 UT












DEC = 3 ° 53' 20", 5
SO = 15' 53 _,6
HP = 0 ° O' 8".7
MOON
RA = 11"22"_3 s,2
DEC = 2°56 ' u=8".3
SO : 1_' LL3:0
HP = O°S_ ' 0'.6
5AROS 125 (5q1731 JD = 2q57278.788 AT = 77.8 SEC
TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 9 MAR 201S
CONTRCI'5
GREATEST = 1:57: 2.0 UT PI = 23:19:10.8 UT
CONJUNCTION = 2: 5:31.2 UT U1 = 0:15:L17.5 UT
GAMMA : 0.26069 U4 = 3:38:11.6 UT










SAROS 130 (521"73) JD = 2457456. 582 AT : 78. B SEC
GREATEST LRT = 10o 6:5N ALT = 7q°.9 DURATION = q." 9.5
ECLIPSE : LONG : 1480 50',2E FIZ =163°,7 WIDTH : 155.0 KM
ORIG,,_P.__ F: ''_-" _C,
OF POOR QLIALITY
ANNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE - l SEP 2016
GREATEST = 9: 6:q3.3 UT




P[ = 6:12:58.2 UT
U1 = 7:17:39.5 UT
U_ = tO:S5;Lt2.? UT












RA = IO"LIS_U, SS.3
DEC = 80 3'38:3
SO = I5' 50". 9
HP = 0 ° O' 8".7
MOON
RA = 10"_3"22_,2
DEC = 7 °q5'51;3
SO = 15' I2;q
HP = 0°55'_8".5
SRRO5 135 (39171) JO = 2q57632.881 AT = "/8.7 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = IO° ql:qS







ANNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE - 26 FEB 2017
GREATEST = 14=53:13.4 UT




P1 = 12:10:37.2 UT
UI : 13:15: 7.8 UT
U4 = 16:31:25.9 Ul"











RA : 22" 39" 53 _,1
DEC = -8S55 '-4;2
50 = 15' 47:9
HP = 0 °57' 58".7
SAROS 140 (29171) JO = 2457811.121 aT = 79.1 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT : 340 41_6S






ORIGINAL _ _ "__"
OF POOR QUALITY
ECLIPSE - 21 RUG 20]7
GREAI'EST = 18:25:20.7 UT




PI = 15:46:qO.L_ Ul"
UZ = 16.-_8:2_.9 UT
ULt = 20: 2:23.3 Ul"













RA = ]O" _' 3_.9
DEC " 11°51'_3:3
5D = 15' u,8:7
HP = O° O' 8".7
MOON
BA = I0" u230 _.5
DEC - 12°16'33".6
SO = 16' 3",q
HP = 0 °58' 55".7
5AROS 1_5 (22177) JD = 2_57987.269 z_T = 79.6 5EC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 3_ 5B:ON




N]Dl,H = 11_.8 KM
PRRTIRL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 15 FEB 2018
GREATEST = 20:51:10.7 UT





P! = 18:55:39.8 UT










50 : 16' 11",4
HP : 0° O' 8".9
MOON
fir = 21"58"28_.8
DEC =-13LB2"30 ". 8
SO : 1LL' 59', q
HP = 0 °55' 0".9
5RBO$ 150 (17171) JD = 2*458165.370 AT = 80.0 SEC
PAR FIAL SOLRR ECLIPSE - 13 JUL 2018
GREATEST = 3: 0:54.8 UT




P! = 1:_8:12.0 UT
pL& = q:13:33.6 UT
+
MOON
RA = 7" 29" 10 _.9
DEC = 20027'Lt6".6
SD = 16' _2;8
HP = 10 l' 20",3
SAROS 117 {69171) JO = 21158312.627 AT = 80.11 5EC











PI = 8: 1:56.q UT












RR = 9"2q"28 _.0
DEC = 15°13 ' 19_3
SO : 15' _6; 8
HP = O ° O' 8" 7
MOON
RA = 9" 25" 31_, 3
DEC = 16°21'U,l',4
50 : 16' qO'.O
HP = I ° 1' 10".0
5RBOS 155 ( 6171] JO = 2q583ql.908 .AT = 80.5 SEC













SO = 16' 15;9











P[ = 23:33;52.5 UT




BA = 19" 6"52_.9
DEC =--21a--30'-36". 9
SO = 1u,' 50".q
MP = 0 °5q'27:8
SRROS 122 {58170} JD - 2q58q89.571 AT = 80.8 SEC
TOTAL SOLflR ECLIPSE - 2 JUL 20]9





PI = I6:55: 1.3 UT
UI _ 18: 0:57.9 UT
U4 = 20:4Y:36.0 UT













RA = 6"46" 145,7
DEC = 23° 0'36"_5
50 = 15' 43".8
HP = 0° O' 8".6
I
MOON
RA = 6"46" 175,8
DEC = 22 °22' 9".8
50 = 16' 14".9
HP = 0 ° 59' 37". 8
SARO5 t27 (58182) JO = 2458667.308 aT = 81.3 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = I? 23:55
LONG = 10_ 57:0N
DURATION = 4:32.7




SOLAR ECLIPSE - 26 DEC 2019
EONTR£15
GREATEST = 5:17:28.! UT PI = 2:29:35.5 UT
CONJUNCTION : 5:1_:18.8 UT U] = 3:3_:16. I UT
GAMMA = 0.41329 U_ = 7:0=45.9 UT
RATIO = 0.97013 I P_ = 8: 5:28.6 UT
2
_._ :,!.......









5D = 16' 15".'/
MP = O° O' 8".9
' " MOON
I RA = 18"18" 3_,8
DEC =-22°58'-50:6
5D = 15' 38:0
HP = 0 °57' U,:l
5RROS 132 (46171) JD = 2458843.721 AT = 81.7 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = _ 59:7N
LONG = I0_ JO:qE
RLT = B5_6 DURATION = 3=39.3
RZ =184_ WIDTH = 117.7 KM










P! = 3:_5:46.LI UT
UI = q:47:30.5 UT
Uu= = 8;32:8.6 UT











RA = 6" 1"33_.0
DEC ,, 230 26' 9:7
50 = 15' 44:2
MP = O ° 0' 8'.7
MOON
RA = 6" 1"30 _.1
DEC = 23°32 '57:2
SO = 15' 2q_.O
HP = 0 °56'31:1
5BROS 137 (3B/?O] JO = 2q5902 1 .779 AT = 82, 2 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE =
LAT = 3_ 31:ON





TOTI:IL SOLI:IR ECLIPSE - lq DEC 2020
GREATEST = 16:13:]5. I UT




PI = 13:33:qO.U, UT
UI = Iq:32:20.5 UT
UlI: I7:5tI. 5.0 UT








SAROS lq2 {23/72} JD - 2q59198.177 AT = 82.6 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE =
LRT = qO° 2I:IS
LONG = 6_ 5_:qW
DURATION =
NIDTH =
I:INNULRR SOLI:IR ECLIPSE - lO JUN 2021
GREATEST = I0:_I:q3.7 UT




PI = 8:12: 7.3 UT
U] = 9:L_9:33.L_ UT
UL[ = I]:33:L10. I UT











DEC = 230 2'37:1
SD = 15'_5:2
HP = 0 ° O' 8".'/
MOON
RA = 5" 1 u="53", 5
DEC = 23°51'21;8
5D = l it' q6", 8
HP = 0°514 ' ILt_.Lt
SAROS lU,"/ (23180] JD = 2Y59375.9q7 z_T = 83. I SEC
GRERTEST
ECLIPSE
LRT = 8_ qB:gN
LONG = 6_ 36:qW
RLT = 2:3° S
RZ = 90°.4
DURRTION= 3:51.3
HIDTH = 526.6 KM
TOTAL
OF FqOR OU.i_,!.jTy
SOLAR ECLIPSE - q DEC 2021
GREATEST - 7:33:15.0 UT




PI = 5:29: Li.S UT
UI = 6:59:56.7 UT
ULt = 8= 6:18.5 UT
















DEC =-23L13"22 ". ]
SO = 16' _q".7
HP = 1° 1'27".3
SARO5 152 (13170} JD = 2459552.816 AT - 83.5 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 7_ q5:e$




N]DTH = _19.! KM
PARTIAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 30 APR 2022
GREAI'EST = 20:qi:12.8 UI'




PI : 18:L15: 7.7 Ul"













$0 = 15' 52". 6
HP = 0° 0' 8".'/
SAR05 119 (68/71) JO = 2q59700.363 AI' = 83.9 SEC
PARTIAL SOLAR ECL I PSE 25 OCT 2022
GREATEST = 10:59:52.7 UT




PI = 8:58: 1.9 UT












SRROS 1214 (55/73) JD - 2q59877.959 aT - 8u_.q SEC
;:INN/TOT SOLAR ECLIPSE - 20 I:IPR 2023
GRERTEST= _:16:30.3 UT




PI = 1:3_: 9.0 UT
U] = 2:36:L19.6 UT
UL_ = 5:56:27._ UI




SAROS 129 (52180) JD ,, 24600511.679 z_T = 8L1.8 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = 90 36:05






I:INNUL@R SOLI:IR ECLIPSE - 14 OCT 2023





PI - IS: 3:30.9 UT
UI = IB: 9:51.3 UT
U4 = 19:48:46.8 UT
P4 = 20:55: O.0 UT
//
/
$RRO5 134 (q41711 JO ,, 2460232. 250 AT - 85.3 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = 110 21:2N
LONG = 8_ 2:8W
DURATION = 5:17,2
N]DTH = 187.4 KM
TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 8 RPR 202q
GREATEST = 18:17: 5.9 UT




PI = 15:u,1:59.7 UT
UI = 1B:38:36.9 UT
UL[ = 19:55:22.Lt UT
















SABO5 139 (30/71) JO = 2460_09.263 AT - 85.7 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = 250 ]6:SN
LONG = lOq ° 5:Ig
RLT = 69t8
AZ =150_3
DURATION = _:28. I
NIDTM = 197.5 KM
ANNULAR
OF. POOR QUALiTy
SOLAR ECLIPSE - 2 OCT 202_
GREATEST = ]8:44:44.2 UT




PI = 15:42:39.8 UT
U1 = 16:50:17.6 UT
U4 = 20:38:57.0 UT








SRROS I_4 (17170) JO = 2460586.282 AT = 86.2 5EC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = 21 ° 56:IS




N]DTM = 266.6 KM
P_RTIAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 29 MAR 2025
GREATEST = ]0:47:11.4 UT




Pi = 8:50:27.0 UT
















SQRO5 1_9 (21171) JO = 2460763.950 AT = 86.7 SEC
ORtGh_I,_L F_._E iS
OF POOR qUALiTY,
PARTIAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 2l SEP 2025
GREATEST = 19:_1:96. I UT




PI = 17:29:25.S UT












DEC = 0022 ` 1:0
SO = 15' 55".9
HP = 00 O' 8",8
MOON
RR = It "5_ ML_2s.7
DEC = 00-29 '-lq'.7
5D = 15' 2:8
MP = 0 °55' 13_.2
SAROS 15q { 7/71) JO = 2_609_0.322 AT = 87.1 SEE
ANNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE - 17 FEB 2026
GREATEST = 12:11:37.3 UT





P[ = 9:56: 8.2 UT
UI = 11:42:34.3 UT
U4 = 12:41:10.0 Ul"












RA = 22" 3"54_2
DEC =-11_52L42`'6
SD = 16'11`'I
HP = 0 ° O' 8_9
SRROS 121 (61/71) JO = 2461089.009 AT = 87. S SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 640 43:25
LONG = 8_ 43:1E
DURRTION = 2:19.7
NIDTH = 618.2 KM
TOTI:IL SOLI:IR ECLIPSE - 12 RUG 2026
GREATEST = 17:45:36.7 UT





PI " 15:33:53.4 UT
UI = 16:57:44.6 UT
U4 = 18:33:52,9 UT












AR : 9"29"47 s.2
DEC = 14°48 ' 4".7
SO : 15' 47; 0
liP = 0° O' 8_.7
MOON
RA = 9"31" 1"/_.3
DEC = 15°36'58".2
SO : 16' 16",9
HP = 0 °59'45:1
SRROS 126 (48/72} JO = 2461265.2qt AT = 88.0 SEC
GREATEST LRT =
ECLIPSE : LONG :
650 12:4N ALT = 25°.8
250 _s:sw AZ =248°.6
DURATION : 2:18.4
N]Dlli = 293.7 KM
OF POOR QUALITY
ANNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE - 6 FEB 2027
GREATEST = 15:59:]7.B UT




PI = 12:57:17.1 UT
U1 = ILl: 3:35._ UT
Uq : 17:55:6.2 UT









DEC =-15L32"Sq ". 8
SO = 16' 13_.]
HP = 0 ° O' 8".9
MOON
RR = 21"20"qq_.I
DEC =- 15!q7'35 ".8
SO = 1 tt' 50:2
HP = O°Sq ' 27",0
SRBOS 131 (52171) JO = 2q6Iqq3.167 AT - B8.5 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = 310 18:35
LONG = q8 ° 23:3N
RLT = 72 °.6
RZ =332 °.q
DURATION = 7:50,9
WIDTH = 281.6 KM
OF POOR QUALITY
TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 2 AUG 2027
GFIERTEST = 10: 6:21.4 UT




PI - 7:29:53.0 UT
UI = 8:23: 8.7 UT
U_ = 11:L19:37._ UT










FIR = 8"49"26 _,8
DEC = 17°45 'LLI;4
SO = 15' u=5;5
HP = 0 ° 0' 8;7
MOON
RA = 8" 49" 40;0
DEC = 17°53'4"/_.3
SO : 16' 43; 1
HP = 1 ° 1'21_.3
SRROS 136 (381"/1] JD = 2461619.922 _T - 88.9 SEC
GRERTEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 250 29:0N
LONG : 3_ 14:7E
DURATION = 6:22.7
NIDTM = 257.7 KM
I:INNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE - 26 JAN 2028
GREATEST = 15: 7:26.7 UT




P! = 12: 6:20.8 UT
U] = 13:Iq:31.L_ UT
U4 = 17:0:12.8 UT














MP = 0° O' 8_9
SARO$ 141 {24170) JO = 2461797.131 AT = 89.4 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 2Q 57;7N
LONG = 51 ° 28;8H






ECLIPSE - 22 JUL 2028
GREATEST = 2:55:]0.7 UT




P] = 0:27:16.5 UT
UI : ]:30:2_.5 UT
U_ = q:19:q5._ UT










SAROS 1_6 (28176} JO = 2_6197_.623 &l = 89.9 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = ]_ 36:05
LONG = t2(q6:2E
RLT = 52 °"7
AZ = zB_.?
DURATION = 5:9.7
NIDTH = 230.2 KM
PI:IRTIFIL SOLI:IR ECLIPSE - 114 JI:IN 2029
GREATEST - 17:12:1q.8 UT




P! = 15: 1:36.5 UT



























SRBO5 I18 (69172) JO - 2_62299.6"71 AT = 90.8 SEC
PRRTII::IL SOLAR ECLIPSE - ll JUL 2029
GREATEST = 15:35:q8.0 UT









RA = 7"23"33 s.B
DEC = 20°q1'21".7
SO : 15' 35:3
HP : 0'57' 12:6
SAROS 156 [ 2/69) JO = 2W62329.]51 ZXT ,, 90.9 SEC
PRRTIRL SOLRR ECLIPSE - 5 DEC 2029
GREATEST - 15: 2:25.6 UT




PI = 13: B:20.5 UT


















SO = I6' 34; 8
HP = 1° 0'49".!
SRRO5 123 (541701 JO = 2462476.128 AT - 91.3 SEC






PI = 3:34:21.4 UT
U1 = 4:46:53.0 UT
U4 = 8: 8:27.3 UT






RR = 4"37" 1_2
DEC = 22 ° 3'5513
50 : 15'46_4
HP = 0° O' 8_7
MOON
RR = 4"36"55_.8
DEC = 22 °34' 11".1
50 : 14' 42_7
HP = 0 °53'5g _,5








WIDTH = 2_9.6 KM
TOTI:IL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 25 NOV 2030
GREATEST = 8:50: 3.9 UT




P1 = q:16:22.8 UT
U] = 5:11J: !.u, Ul'
U_ = 8=26-" tt. LL UT










RR = 16" 3"58_6
DEC =-20-45-38.8
SO = 16'12_1
HP = 0 ° O' 8_9
SRROS 133 {_6/72} JO = 2462830.786 AT = 92.2 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = _ 36:9S




WIDTH = 169,3 KM
ANNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE - 21 MAT 2031
GREATEST = 7:Iq:33.3 UT




PI = q:lS:S2.G UT
U1 = 5:18:22.2 UT










DEC = 20 o 9'39_2
50 = 15'_8_2
HP : 0 ° O' 817






WIDTH : 152.3 KM
ORIGi;',_% FAC_ IS
OF POOR QUALITY
I::INN/TOT SOLRR ECLIPSE - Ill NOV 203]
GREATEST = 21: 5:56.6 UT




PI = 18:22:52.5 UT
U] = 19:23:31.6 UT
UU, = 22:u,8:22.3 UT









RR = 15" 19" 31'.I
DEC =- 18°-20 '--I 4", 2
SD = I6' 9:9
HP = 0° O' 8_.9
MOON
RA = 15"19"u, SS,2
DEC --18 °-2"20".5
SO = 16' 5".0
HP = 0 °59' l:S
SAROS 143 (25/73) JO = 2463185.380 aT = 93.2 SEC
GRERTEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT : @ 3B:IS





I:INNULRR SOLAR ECLIPSE - 9 MAY 2032
GREATEST = 13:25: 9.0 UT




PI '= 11" 9:35.0 UT
U] = 12:u,6-59.0 UT
ULI = lq= 3:3_.9 UT












DEC =, 17°B5' LiS'.5
SD = 15' 50", q
HP = 0° O' 8:"7
MOON
AR = 3" 8"Lt6 s.1
DEC = 16°Y2 '_I'.q
SO = 15' ltl':S
HP = 0 ° 57' 35'.q
SRROS 148 (22/75) JO = 2463362.060 AT = 93.7 SEC
GREATEST
ECLIPSE :
LRT = 510 18:BS

















PI = 3,21:58.6 UT












RA = 1LJ"36"33s. 5
DEC =-ltI"-I8 '-O;LI
SO = 15' 13;0
HP = 0°55 ' 50'.8
5RR05 153 (I0/70) JO - 2q83539.732 AT = 9_.2 SEC
TOTI::IL SOLI:IR ECLIPSE - 30 MI:IR 2033
GREATEST = 18: 1: 0.7 UT




PI = 15:5g:I0. I Ul"
U1 = 17:35:23.4 UT
U4 : 18:26:14.5 UT







RR = 0"36"50 S,4
DEC = 5 ° 2'48"_2
SO : 16' 42",2
HP = 1 ° I' 18",3
5ABOS 120 (62/71) JO ,, 2469687.252 z_T - 94.6 5EC
GRERTEST
ECLIPSE :
LAT = 71 o 16:1N
LONG = 1550 22:5W
DURATION = 2:37.1




ECLIPSE - 23 SEP 2033
GRERTEST = 13:52:59.9 UT




PI = 11:q7:30.2 Ul










RR = ]2" 3" 8s, 8
DEC = 00--20L27".q
SO = 15'56", 3
MP = OQ 0' 8".8
NOON
RR = 12" 1"52s, 5
DEC = -!_!9L5q:0
SO = 1_' q3".6
HP = O°5u, ' 2:9
SRRO5 125 {55/73) JO = 2q6386q. O80 AT - 95.1 SEC
TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE - 20 MAR 203L1
GREATEST = i0:17:I0.9 UT




PI = 7:39:37.6 UT
U! = 8:36:35.0 UT
U4 : II:57:41.0 UT




5RRO3 130 (53173] JO = 2q6qOql.930 mT = 95.7 SEC
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WlDTli = 159.2 KM
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SO = 15' 15: ]
HP = 0 °55' 58".6
SAROS 135 {40171] JD - 2464218.180 ,_.T - 96.2 SEC
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ECLIPSE :
LRT = 1# 14:75
LONG = 7_ 32:4W
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APPENDIX A- SOLAR ECLIPSES
GEOMETRY OF SOLAR ECLIPSES
One of the most remarkable coincidences found in nature is the fact
that the Moon and Sun both appear the same size as seen from the
Earth. The Moon. a small, cold, dark body, is only 3500 km in diameter
while the Sun, a self luminous, gaseous giant, is 1,400.000 km across.
The coincidence arises from the fact that although the Sun is 400 times
larger than the Moon, it's also 400 times farther from the Earth. A
direct consequence of this fortuitous geometry is that during a total
solar eclipse, the Moon occults the Sun with a nearly perfect fit.
The fundamental basis of the solar eclipse is the alignment of the
Sun, Moon and the Earth such that some region of the Earth passes
through the Moon's shadow. This shadow is composed of two parts :
the outer or penumbral shadow and the inner or umbral shadow. From
within the penumbra, only part of the Sun is obscured. In contrast, the
dark, central umbra is the shadow of complete or total eclipse. During a
total eclipse, the umbra sweeps across the Earth from west to east and
the course it travels is called the path of totality. Anyone standing
within this zone will see the Sun completely obscured by the Moon for
as long as 7 1/2 minutes. At this time. the solar corona is visible as a
halo about the Moon and the landscape takes on the appearance of an
eerie twilight. Outside the path of totality but still within the penumbra,
a partial eclipse is seen. The path of the umbra is rarely more than 300
km wide while that of the penumbra is about 7000 km wide.
Sometimes the umbral shadow misses the Earth entirely and only a
partial eclipse occurs.
Eclipse geometry is complicated by the fact that the Earth's orbit
around the Sun is elliptical. As a result, the Sun's apparent semi-
diameter varies from 944 arc-seconds at aphelion to 976 arc-seconds at
perihelion. This 3% range in apparent size is, of course, quite
indistinguishable to the naked eye.
However. the orbit of the Moon about the Earth is also elliptical.
The Moon is 406,700 km from the Earth's center at apogee and 356,400
km at perigee. This 12% range in distance causes the Moon's apparent
semi-diameter to vary between 882 and 1006 arc-seconds. Thus, during a
total solar eclipse, the Moon's apparent diameter can exceed the Sun's
by as much as 7% or 2 arc-minutes. Conversely, it's also possible for
the Moon to appear almost 10% or 3 arc-minutes smaller than the Sun.
Such a geometry results in the case of an annular solar eclipse.
When the Moon is near apogee, it's umbral shadow falls short of the
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Earth and the Moon appearssmaller than the Sun. An observer
stationed in the path of totality would see the Moon completely
silhouetted against the Sun's bright photosphere.This type of eclipse
takes its name from the ring or annulus of sunlight which surrounds the
Moon at maximum eclipse. Unfortunately, the blindingly bright
photosphere hides the corona from view and precludes any measurements
or photographs of the Sun's outer atmosphere.
The term "central eclipse" is reserved for any eclipse in which the
axis of the Moon's shadow intersects the Earth. From the previous
discussion, it's obvious that a central eclipse can be either total or
annular in nature. When the Moon is at perigee and the Earth is at
aphelion, the shadow extends 23,500 km beyond the Earth's center.
However. when the Moon is at apogee and the Earth is at perihelion,
the shadow falls 39,400 km short of the geocenter. These represent the
extremes of the Moon's umbra (Figure 1). In the first case, the umbral
cone can have a maximum diameter of 273 kilometers at the Earth. If
the surface of the shadow cone in the second case is extended, it
generates a negative or anti-umbra. As it strikes the Earth, the anti-
umbra can have a maximum diameter of 313 km and an observer
positioned there will see an annular eclipse.
A third type of central eclipse is possible which forms the transition
between the annular and total eclipse. It occurs when the umbral shadow
is just long enough to reach part of the Earth's surface, but not the
Earth's center. In this case, the eclipse will be annular at either end of
the eclipse path while it will be total along the middle section. The
eclipses of 3 October 1986 and 30 March 1987 two examples of the
annular/total eclipse.
ECLIPSE FREQUENCY AND RECURRANCE
Having established the preliminary geometry for solar eclipses, a
question immediately arises. Why doesn't a solar eclipse occur at every
new Moon? Since the Moon cycles through its phases every 29 1/2 days
or one synodic month, one would expect an eclipse to occur during each
conjunction with the Sun. If the Moon's orbit around the Earth were in
the same plane as the Earth's around the Sun. this is precisely what
would happen. However. the Moon's orbit is inclined 5 degrees to the
Earth's. Our planets's natural satellite passes through the ecliptic only
twice a month at a pair of points called the nodes (Figure 2). The rest
of the time, the Moon is either above or below the plane of the Earth's
orbit. Since an eclipse can only occur when the Sun, Moon and Earth lie
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in the same plane, these conditions are met when new Moon takes place
at one of the nodes.
Contrary to popular belief, solar eclipsesare not at all rare. In fact.
they're more common than lunar eclipses. An examination of the exterior
tangents which delineate the Earth's umbra will substantiate this claim.
An eclipse is possible only when the Moon is within that section of its
orbit inscribed by the exterior tangents. However. the sunward arc of the
Moon's orbit is clearly longer than the anti-sunward arc which passes
through the shadow. The number of solar and lunar eclipses that occur
are proportional to the lengths of these two arcs. Thus. solar eclipses
out number lunar eclipses by almost 5 to 3. In this argument, the
Earth's penumbral shadow has been ignored since penumbral lunar
eclipses are essentially unobservable.
In any one calendar year. there are at least two and as many as
five solar eclipses. On the other hand. there can be no more than three
lunar eclipses per year and it's quite possible to have none at all.
Combining both solar and lunar eclipses, it's possible for one calendar
year to contain a maximum of seven eclipses. However. they can only
occur in the combinations of five solar and two lunar or four solar and
three lunar. In either case. the solar eclipses must all be partial. As a
point of interest, 1982 happened to be one of the rare years containing
seven eclipses. What made it even more remarkable was the fact that all
three lunar eclipses were total. This will not happen again until the year
2485 AD.
The previous discussion contradicts common experience because lunar
eclipses are observed more frequently than solar eclipses. The conflict is
resolved since solar eclipses are only visible from isolated regions of the
Earth while lunar eclipses are visible from the entire night time
hemisphere of our planet.
An examination of the geometry of the nodes yields further clues on
the subject of eclipse recurrence. Since the Sun and Moon both subtend
significant angles, neither one has to be exactly at the nodes for an
eclipse to occur. In addition, an observer's position on the surface of the
Earth introduces a sizable parallax of 2 degrees in ecliptic latitude. These
factors make a solar eclipse possible whenever the Sun is within 18 1//2
degrees of a node. The Sun travels along the ecliptic at about i degree
per day and requires about 37 days to cross through the eclipse zone
centered on each node. New Moon occurs every 29 1//2 days and thus
guarantees at least one eclipse during each of the Sun's node crossings.
The period during which the Sun is near a node is called an eclipse
season and there are two eclipse seasons each year. If the line of nodes
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were fixed in space, then eclipseseasonswould occur six months apart
and at the same time each year. Actually, the line of nodes slowly drifts
westward at the rate of 19 degrees per year. As a result, eclipse
seasons occur every 173.3 days. Two eclipse seasons constitute an
eclipse year of 346.6 days. This is 18.6 days short of a solar year and
is equal to the time required by the Sun to cross the same node twice.
In order to find a periodicity in the mechanics of solar eclipses, we
must search for a commensurability between the synodic month and the
eclipse year. Fortunately. 19 eclipse years are almost exactly equal to
223 synodic months: they differ by only 11 hours. The coincidence is all
the more remarkable when compared to a period known as the
anomalistic month. This is the time required for the Moon to pass from
perigee to perigee and is approximately 27 1/2 days. The anomalistic
month is important because the Moon's geocentric distance is the
primary factor determining the annular or total nature of a solar eclipse.
As unlikely as it may seem, 239 anomalistic months are also equal to
223 synodic months to within 6 hours.
This is the origin of the famous Saros cycle of 6585 1/3 days or
18 years, 11 days and 8 hours. Any two eclipses separated by one
$aros cycle share very similar mechanical characteristics. They occur at
the same node with the Moon at the same distance from Earth and at
the same time of year. Because the Saros does not contain an integral
number of days, its biggest drawback is that subsequent eclipses are
visible from different parts of the globe. Although the 1/3 day
displacement shifts the eclipse path 120 degrees westward with each
cycle, the series returns to the same geographic region every 3 Saroses
or 56 years and 34 days.
A Saros series doesn't last indefinitely because the various periods
are not perfectly commensurate with one another. In particular, 19
eclipse years are 1/2 day longer than the Saros. As a result, the node
shifts eastward by about 1/2 degree with each cycle.
A typical Saros series begins when new Moon occurs about 18
degrees east of a node. If the first eclipse occurs at the Moon's
decending node. the Moon's umbral shadow will pass 3500 km below the
Earth and a partial eclipse will be visible from the south polar region.
On the following return, the umbra will pass about 300 km closer to the
Earth and a partial eclipse of slightly larger magnitude will result. After
ten or eleven Saros cycles (about 200 years), the first central eclipse will
occur near the south pole of the Earth. Over the course of the next 950
years, a central eclipse will occur at each Saros but will be displaced
northward by an average of 300 km. Halfway through this period,
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eclipsesof long duration will occur near the equator. The last central
eclipseof the series will occur near the north pole. The next ten eclipses
will be partial with successivelysmaller magnitudes.Finally. the Saros
series will end some 13 centuriesafter it beganat the opposite pole. A
typical series may be comprised of 70 to 80 eclipses, about 50 of which
are central. If a Saros series begins near the ascending node. the first
eclipse will be partial from the northern polar region and the previous
sequence of events is reversed.
Since at least two solar eclipses occur every year. there are
obviously many different Saros series in progress simultaneously. For
instance, during the later half of the twentieth century, there are 41
individual series and 26 of them are producing central eclipses. As old
series terminate, new ones are always beginning and take their places.
To illustrate, the total solar eclipses of 1925. 1943. 1961. 1979.
1997. 2015 and 2033 are all members of Saros 120 (Figure 3). The
series began with a partial eclipse at the south pole in 915 AD. The
2033 event is the last central eclipse of the series. Note that the paths
of the last four eclipses grow progressively broader as the umbral
shadow cone passes closer to the limb of the Earth. The next eclipse in
the series will be a partial eclipse in 2051. Saros 120 will end with a
partial eclipse near the north pole in 2195.
MODERN ECLIPSE PREDICTION
In order to predict the general characteristics as well as the local
circumstances for a solar eclipse, high accuracy ephemerides for both the
Sun and the Moon are required. Conventional ephemerides tabulate the
positions and distances of these bodies with respect to the Earth's
center. However. the eclipse calculator is primarily interested in the
position, dimensions and velocity of the Moon's shadow on the Earth's
surface.
In 1824. the Prussian astronomer and mathematician Friedrich Bessel
introduced a new theory for the prediction of eclipses. It was so
successful that it remains today as the most powerful technique, even
with the application of the digital computer. What Bessel did was to
express the ephemerides of the Sun and Moon in terms of the Moon's
shadow. This change in the frame of reference greatly simplifies the
mathematics and geometry without any sacrifice in accuracy.
To define the Besselian elements of an eclipse, a plane is passed
through the center of the Earth which is fixed perpendicular to axis of
the lunar shadow. This is called the fundamental plane and on it is
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constructed an X-Y rectangular coordinate system with its origin at the
geocenter. The axes of this system are oriented with north in the
positive Y direction and east in the positive X direction. The Z axis is
perpendicular to the fundamental plane and parallel to the shadow axis.
The X-Y coordinates of the shadow axis can now be expressed in
units of the equatorial radius of the Earth. The radii of the penumbral
and umbral shadows on the fundamental plane are also tabulated as L1
and L2. respectively. The direction of the shadow axis on the celestial
sphere is defined by its declination 'd' and ephemeris hour angle '#'.
Finally, the angles which the penumbral and umbral shadow cones
make with the shadow axis are expressed as F1 and F2, respectively.
These eight parameters, tabulated at hourly intervals serve as the only
input needed to characterize an eclipse. The details of actual eclipse
calculations can be found in Chauvenet [1891] or the Explanatory
Supplement [1974].
TIME DETERMINATION
The measurement of time is of fundamental importance to all
branches of science, but to none more so than astronomy. In fact,
astronomy was born through man's first attempts to measure the
passage of time by observing the motions of the Sun and the Moon. It
should come as no surprise then, that time reckoning remains intricately
entwined with astronomy even today. However, the Sun's apparent
motion no longer plays the pivotal role as the ultimate temporal
yardstick. It's been known for thousands of years that the length of the
solar day is not constant but varies with an annual cycle. What was not
known before Kepler's time was that the Earth's elliptical orbit about
the Sun, coupled with the inclination in the planet's axis were
responsible for the periodic variations.
Mean Solar Time can be conceptualized as time kept by a fictitious
or mean Sun which moves eastward along the celestial equator at the
average rate of the true Sun. Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) or Universal
Time (UT) is simply Mean Solar Time as measured from Greenwich,
England and was used in navigation and surveying for hundreds of
years. Unfortunately, this too has fallen by the wayside because the
Earth does not turn on its axis at a uniform and constant rate. As the
Earth spins, a tidal friction is imposed on it through the gravitational
interaction with the Moon and, to a lesser extent, the Sun. This secular
acceleration gradually transfers angular momentum from the Earth to the
Moon. As the Earth loses energy and slows down. the Moon gains this
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energyand its distance from the Earth increases.In fact. the Moon's
distance will eventually increase to the point where its angular diameter
is always smaller than the Sun's and total solar eclipses will no longer
be possible. Although still in its infancy, the technique of lunar laser
ranging has shown that the Moon's average distance from the Earth is
increasing by about four centimeters per year. At this rate. total solar
eclipses will continue to occur for the next 750 million years.
It should be pointed out that the secular acceleration of the Moon
is very poorly known and may not be constant. Careful records for its
derivation only go back as far as 100 years or so. Before then. spurious
and often incomplete eclipse observations from medieval and ancient
manuscripts comprise the data base. In any case. the current value
implies an increase in the length of the day by about 0.001 seconds per
century. Such a trivially small amount may seem insignificant, but it has
very measurable cummulative effects. In one century, the Earth loses 45
seconds, while in one millennium, the planet is one and a quarter hours
"behind schedule".
The Earth's rotation on its axis is also subject to short term
fluctuations for periods of up to several decades. It is believed that these
fluctuations may be due to fluid motions in the Earth's core which
interact with and disturb the rotation of the mantle. However.
climatological changes and variations in sea-level may also play a
significant role since they should alter the Earth's moment of inertia.
Whatever the mechanism is. it is clear that its effects cannot be
predicted with the current state of knowledge.
A better standard than diurnal rotation for the absolute measurement of
time is the use of solar system dynamics. The orbital motions of the
planets and of the Moon are predictable to very high accuracy and are
directly verifiable through observations. The resulting time is referred to
as Ephemeris Time (ET).
In 1957. the International Astronomical Union adopted Ephemeris
Time as the standard and defined the ephemeris second as
1/31.556.925.9747 of the tropical year 1900 at January 0 at 12 hours
Universal Time. The difference between Ephemeris Time and Universal
Time (delta T) is obtained through observations of the Moon. The
Moon's position is predicted in terms of Ephemeris Time but it's
observed with respect to Universal Time. Between 1900 and 1980. the
slowing of the Earth's rotation on its axis had caused Universal Time to
lag 50.54 seconds (= delta T) behind Ephemeris Time.
Ephemeris Time remained the basis of all time measurements until
1984. With the technological development of the atomic clock, a method
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of time measurementbecameavailablewhich has a permanenceand
stability unmatchedby even celestial mechanics.The atomic or SI (for
SystemeInternational) second is definedas 9.192.631.770periods of the
radiation correspondingto the transition between two hyperfine levels of
the groundstate of the Cesium133 atom. The SI second was carefully
chosento agreeas closely as possibleto the ephemerissecond. In 1984.
the SI secondwas adopted as the newest time standard and Terrestrial
Dynamical Time (TDT) replacedEphemerisTime. For consistency,the
time scale for Terrestrial Dynamical Time was chosen to agree with
1984 Ephemeris Time.
Solar eclipse predictions are now based on Terrestrial Dynamical
Time but the position of the central eclipse path still depends on
Universal Time. Unfortunately. it's impossible to predict how delta T
(i.e. : TDT-UT) will vary in the future. At best. the current trends can
be extrapolated but the resulting values of delta T will inevitably diverge
from actual observations. As such observations become available.
corrections to the eclipse path longitudes can be calculated as follows :
Shift (in degrees) = 0.00417807 * (dT1 - dT2)
where dT1 = table value of delta T (in seconds)
and dT2 = true or observed delta T (in seconds).
This shift is added to the tabulated path longitudes to calculate the
correct longitudes of the central path. Changes in the value of delta T
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APPENDIX B- Program SUNECL













































C****PROGRAM SUNECL SEARCHES FOR ALL SOLAR ECLIPSES
C****OCCURRING WITHIN A GIVEN DATE INTERVAL.
C****THE GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS AND TIMES FOR EACH ECLIPSE ARE
C****THEN CALCULATED.















CALENDAR DATE OF ECLIPSE.
TYPE OF ECLIPSE WHERE :
--0 - NO ECLIPSE OCCURS.
=1 - TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE.
=2 - ANNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE.
=3 - PARTIAL SOLAR ECLIPSE.
=4 - ANNULAR/TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE.
=5 - PARTIAL ECLIPSE IS POSSIBLE.
JULIAN DATE OF INSTANT OF GREATEST ECLIPSE.
TIME (TDT) OF GREATEST ECLIPSE.
DISTANCE OF LUNAR SHADOW AXIS FROM EARTH'S
CENTER (IN UNITS OF EARTH RADII).
MAGNITUDE OF ECLIPSE (FRACTION SUN OBSCURED).
C,,,, (FOR TOTALS : DIAMETER RATIO OF SUN/MOON).
C**** T1,T2 - SEMI-DURATION OF PENUMBRAL AND UMBRAL PHASES.
C****WRI1-FEN BY F. ESPENAK - OCTOBER 1983.





C****READ DATE INTERVALS OF ECLIPSE SEARCH.
C**** IMI,IDI,IY1 - MONTH, DAY AND YEAR OF START OF SEARCH INTERVAL.
C**** IM2,ID2,IY2 - MONTH, DAY AND YEAR OF END OF SEARCH INTERVAL.
READ(20,100) IMI,IDI,IYI,IM2,ID2,IY2
100 FORMAT(213, I5,213, I5)
IF (IY1. Eq.O. OR. IY2. Eq.O) GO TO 99
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043 WRITE (6,200) IMI, ID1, IYI, IM2, ID2, IY2
044 200 FORMAT(/5X,'***** SOLAR ECLIPSE SEARCH FROM ',
' TO ' I2 '/' I2,'/',I5/)045 1 I3,'/',I2,'/',I5, , , ,
046 C****CALCULATE THE INSTANT OF NEW MOON SYZYGY AND DETERMINE WHETHER
047 C****AN ECLIPSE IS POSSIBLE.
048 1 XJD=FJD+SYNOD
049 IF(XJD.GT.DJ2) GO TO 99
050 CALL PRESEC (XJD)
051 IF(ITYPE. E{l.O.AND.DABS (GAMMA). GT. 1.25) GO TO 1
052 IF(FJD.GT.DJ2) GO TO 99
053 C****IF ECLIPSE IS PREDICTED, PRINT ITS CHARACTERISTICS.
054 K=K+I
055 WRITE (6,210) MONTH,IDAY, IYEAR, FTIME, GAMMA,ZMAG, ITYPE, K
056 210 FORMAT(SX,'***** SOLAR ECLIPSE ON',I3,'/',I2, '/',I5,
057 1 4X,'TIME =',F6.2, ' TDT',4X, 'GAMMA =',F6.3,
058 2 4X,'MAG =',F6.3,4X, 'ITYPE =',I2,4X, 'K --',I2)
059 GO TO 1
060 C****EXIT PROGRAM ECLIPSE.
061 99 WRITE(6,220) K
062 220 FORMAT(/5X, '***** A TOTAL OF',I4,' ECLIPSES WERE PREDICTED FOR
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SUBROUTINE PRESEC(EJD)
C****SUBROUTINE PRESEC PREDICTS THE INSTANT OF NEW MOON SYZYGY
C****NEAREST TO THE INPUT JULIAN DATE 'EJD'.
C****THIS CORRESPONDS TO THE INSTANT WHEN THE MOON'S SHADOW AXIS
C****PASSES NEAREST TO THE EARTH'S CENTER.
C****SUBROUTINE PRESEC THEN TESTS THE ALIGNMENT TO DETERMINE WHETHER
C****A SOLAR ECLIPSE WILL OCCUR AND CALCULATES ITS CHARACTERISTICS.
C****BASED ON ALGORITHMS FROM
C**** "ASTRONOMICAL FORMULAE FOR CALCULATORS n, MEEUS, PAGES 153-160.







C****CALCULATE TIME ELLAPSED IN LUNAR MONTHS SINCE FIRST NEW MOON




IF (Z.LT.O. O) KP=IDINT (Z-O.5)
P--DFLOAT(KP)
q=SYNOD,P/36525.DO
C****CALCULATE JULIAN DATE OF MEAN PHASE.
PJD=2415020.75933DO+29.53058868DO,P+l.178D-O4,Q,q-1.55D-O7,q,q,Q
1 +3.3D-O4,DSIN(DTR,(166.56+132.87,q-9.173D-O3,q,q))





C****CALCULATE THE MOON'S ARGUEMENTOF LATITUDE.
XF=21.2964DO+390.67050646,P-1.6528D-O3,Q,Q-2.39D-O6*q*q,Q
XF=DMOD(XF,360.DO)
C****CALCULATE DATE CORRECTION FOR ECLIPSE TEST.
EPC=÷ (0.1734-3.93D-O4,q) ,DSIN (DTR,ZM) ÷0. O021,DSIN (DTR, (ZM+ZM))
1 -0.4068,DSIN (DTR,XM) ,0.0161,DSIN (DTR, (XM+XM))
2 -0.0051,DSIN (DTR, (ZM+XM)) -0. O074,DSIN (DTR, (ZM-XM))
3 -0.0104,DSIN (DTR, (XF+XF))
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C****CALCULATE INSTANT OF MAXIMUM ECLIPSE.
EJD=PJD+EPC




C****CALCULATE SHADOW AXIS DISTANCE AT INSTANT OF MAXIMUM ECLIPSE.
S=+5. 19595-0. O048,DCOS (DTR,ZM) +0. O020*DCOS (DTR*2. ,ZM)
1 -0.3283,DCOS (DTR*XM) -0. O060*DCOS (DTR* (ZM+XM))
2 +O.O041,DCOS(DTR* (ZM-XM))
C=+O. 2070,DSIN (DTR,ZM) +0. O024,DSIN (DTR,2. ,ZM) -0.0390,DSIN (DTR,XM)
1 +0.0115,DSIN (DTR,2. ,XM) -0. O073,DSIN (DTR, (ZM+XM))
2 -0. O067,DSIN (DTR, (ZM-XM)) ÷O.0117,DSIN (DTR,2. ,XF)
GAMMA=S,DSIN (DTR,XF) +C,DCOS (DTR,XF)
C****CALCULATE THE RADII OF THE UMBRAL AND PENUMBRAL SHADOWS.
ZL2=+O. 0059+0. O046,DCOS (DTR, ZM) -0.0182,DCOS (DTR,XM)
1 +0. O004,DCOS (DTR,2. ,XM) -0. O005,DCOS (DTR, (ZM+XM))
ZL1=ZL2+0.5460
C****DETERMINE TYPE OF SOLAR ECLIPSE AND ECLIPSE MAGNITUDE.
C**** - NO ECLIPSE OCCURS.
C**** - TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE.
C**** - ANNULAR SOLAR ECLIPSE.
C**** - PARTIAL SOLAR ECLIPSE.
C**** - ANNULAR/TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE.
















IF(AGAM.GT. (1.5432+ZL2+0.2)) GO TO 999
ITYPE=5
IF (AGAM. LE. (1.5432+ZL2)) ITYPE=3
ZMAG=(1.5432+ZL2-AGAM) / (0.5460+2. ,ZL2)
IF(AGAM. GT. (0.9972+DABS (ZL2))) GO TO 5
IF(AGAM.GT.(1.5432+ZL2)) GO TO 5
(RAU) AND SEMI-DIAMETER (SDS).
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088 ENOM=DATAN2(DSIN (Z), (DCOS(Z) -E) )
089 RAU=I. 0000002, (1. O-E*DCOS (ENOM))
090 SDS=959.63/RAU
091 C****CALCULATE THE MOON'S EQUATORIAL HORIZONTAL PARALLAX.
092 C****(FROM "ASTRONOMICAL FORMULAEFOR CALCULATORS", MEEUS,
093 PIM=O. 950724+0.051818,DCOS (X)
094 1 +0.009531,DCOS (D+D-X) +0.007843,DCOS (D+D)
095 2 +0. 002824,DC0S (X+X) +0.000857,DCOS (D+D+X)
096 DZ=O.O
097 IF (DABS (GAMMA). LT. 1. O) DZ=DSqRT(1. O-GAMMA**2)
098 PIM=2. ,RTD, DATAN(1. O/( (1. O/DTAN (0.5,DTR,PIM)) -DZ) )
099 SDM=O.272476D0,3600. O,PIM
100 C****CALCULATE MAGNITUDE FOR CENTRAL ECLIPSES.
101 NCN=O
102 ZMAG=SDM/SDS
103 IF (ZL2. LE.O. O) ITYPE=I
104 IF (ZL2. GT. 0.0) ITYPE=2
105 IF (ZL2. GT.O.O) ZMAG=-ZMAG
106 W=DSIGN(0.5,PI, GAMMA)









116 IF (DABS (Sl).GT. DABS (GAMMA))
117 IF (DABS (S2).GT. DABS (GAMMA))
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001 SUBROUTINE JULDAT(DJ,IW, ID,IM,IY, IHOUR,IMIN,SEC)
002 C****SUBROUTINE JULDAT COMPUTES THE JULIAN DECIMAL DATE (DJ) FROM
003 C****THE GREGORIAN (OR JULIAN) CALENDAR DATE.
004 C****THE GREGORIAN CALENDAR REFORM OCCURRED ON 1582 OCT 15.
005 C****THIS IS 1582 OCT 5 BY THE JULIAN CALENDAR.
006 C****INPUT : ID,IM,IY - DAY,MONTH,YEAR.
007 C**** IHR,IMIN,SEC - HOUR,MINUTE,SECOND.
008 C****OUTPUT : DJ - JULIAN DECIMAL DATE
009 C**** (= 0 FOR B.C. 4713 JAN 1, 12 GMT).
010 C**** IW - DAY OF WEEK (1=SUNDAY).
011 C****REFERENCE : nASTRONOMICAL FORMULAE FOR CALCULATORSn, MEEUS, P.23.
012 C****WRI1-FEN BY F. ESPENAK - APRIL 1982.
013 C****LAST MODIFIED - APRIL 1982.
014 REAL*8 DJ,SEC,FRAC,GYR
015 C****CALCULATE DECIMAL DAY FRACTION.
016 FRAC=DFLOAT(IHOUR)/24.+DFLOAT(IMIN)/1440.+SEC/86400.
017 C****CONVERT DATE TO FORMAT YYYY.MMDDdd
018 GYR=DFLOAT(IY)+O.OI*DFLOAT(IM)+O.OOOI*DFLOAT(ID)+O.OOOI*FRAC
019 1 +1.0D-09













033 C****CALCULATE DAY OF WEEK.
034 JD=IDINT(DJ+0.5)
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SUBROUTINE CALDAT(DJ,IW,ND,ID,IM,IY,IHR,IMIN,ISEC,AHR,AMIN,ASEC)
C****SUBROUTINE CALDAT CALCULATES THE DAY OF THE WEEK, THE DAY OF
C****THE YEAR, THE GREGORIAN (OR JULIAN) CALENDAR DATE AND
C****THE UNIVERSAL TIME FROM THE JULIAN DECIMAL DATE.
C****THE GREGORIAN CALENDAR REFORM OCCURRED ON 1582 OCT 15.
C****THIS IS 1582 OCT 5 BY THE JULIAN CALENDAR.
C****INPUT : DJ - JULIAN DECIMAL DATE
C**** (= 0 FOR B.C. 4713 JAN 1, 12 QMT).
C****OUTPUT : IW - DAY OF THE WEEK (1--SUNDAY).
C**** ND - DAY OF THE YEAR (1 JAN = 1).
C**** ID,IM,IY - CALENDAR DAY,MONTH,YEAR.
C**** IHR,IMIN,ISEC - INTEGER HOUR,MINUTE,SECOND.
C**** AHR,AMIN,ASEC - DECIMAL HOUR,MINUTE,SECOND.
C****REFERENCE : "ASTRONOMICAL FORMULAE FOR CALCULATORSa, MEEUS, P.23.
C****WRI]7"EN BY F. ESPENAK - APRIL 1982.
C****LAST MODIFIED - 22 JULY 1986.
REAL*8 DJ,FRAC,AHR,AMIN,ASEC





















C,,,,CALCULATE THE UNIVERSAL TIME FROM THE FRACTIONAL DAY.
AHR=FRAC,24.
123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012

























C****CALCULATE THE DAY OF THE WEEK.
IW=JMOD( (JD+I), 7) +1
C****CALCULATE THE DAY OF THE YEAR.
LYR=4, (IY/4)
ND=(275,IM)/9-2, ((IM+9)/12) +ID-30
IF(IY. Eq.LYR) ND= (275.IM)/9- ((IM+9)/12) +ID-30
C WRITE (6,200) IM, ID, IY, JD, IALP, KA, KB, KC, KD, KE
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